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***** Introduction *****

    This report is designed to serve as a guide in finding your true vocation. At the same time an analysis of your

personal characteristics, strengths or inhibitions, unused potential, karma, creativity, ability to earn money, work
in relation to your employment etc., is given. At the end you will find a synthesis of the foregoing that will help you

to summarize and clarify your mission in this life. Throughout this report numerous indications of possible

vocations or professions related to your astrological influences are outlined. It is suggested that you reflect on this
information so that in the end your own intuition can lead you to the best selection.

***** Astrological Data of Birth *****

The birth chart is a map of the positions of the planets at the
time and place of birth. For the benefit of students of astrology,

these positions and other technical information is listed below:

Sun      9 Leo 48               Neptune  28 Gem 01
Moon    26 Ari 01               Pluto     5 Gem 08
Mercury  6 Vir 35               Asc.      1 Sag 40
Venus   16 Can 17               MC       25 Vir 24
Mars    20 Leo 24               2nd cusp  9 Cap 09
Jupiter 21 Vir 13               3rd cusp 20 Aqu 42
Saturn  13 Ari 56               5th cusp 21 Ari 27
Uranus  29 Sag 11               6th cusp 12 Tau 22

Sideral  Placidus   Standard Time observed

GMT: 13:25:00   Time Zone: 1 hours East
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 41 N 59    21 E 26  

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min



***** Chapter 1 *****
Your individuality. Your personality.

Your emotional needs. Your mentality.

    To find the ideal profession, you have to know yourself first. There are activities you are suited for according

to your nature, and others you are not. Your ideal occupation should favor the expression of your individuality

(Sun) and your personality (Rising Sign), satisfy your emotional needs (Moon) and permit the development of
your intellect (Mercury).

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Leo

    You were born under the sign of LEO and your ruling planet is the Sun, which endows you with great personal
pride, authority and vitality.

    Your Sun sign is FIXED and this impels you to fulfill an organizing function, either in thought or action. Your

attitude is firm, persistent, stable and decisive. You have the ability to concentrate profoundly on your projects
and to stay firm in your purposes. You enjoy organizing enterprises and directing others. In spite of this, you will
have to cultivate a certain flexibility to avoid obstinacy and selfishness.

    Leo is a FIRE sign and this will make you enthusiastic, ardent, proud and spontaneous; a pioneer undertaking

enterprises with certain risks and seeking recognition from others. You have a strong will and great ambitions and
are never satisfied with less. The fire element impels you to fight determinedly for your ideal, which sometimes

may cause you to become aggressive, nervous or a tyrant.

    You are very noble and will always act with integrity and honesty. You exhibit great personal assurance and

ability to project, which will make you a leader in any area. You are very idealistic and also will defend another's
honor or anyone who suffers some injustice. You live your life with great intensity and may be dramatic in

expressing your emotions. You always want to be the center of attention and get bored when you are alone or
withdraw.

    You are very creative and always give your personal touch to anything you do. You are likely to stand out in
any social or artistic activity. You like to share your achievements and your generosity is limitless, especially with

those you admire or love. Others will seek you out because of your great sense of humor, the strength you
convey and your personal ability, although this could also make you the target of criticism and envy.

    You were born to occupy influential and important positions in life. Your words, your image and your ideas

will be convincing and will serve as a guide for a lot of people. You were born to direct, to command, to lead, to

impose justice, to create, to express and to communicate. One of your missions in life is to teach others to work
for their own ambitions and happiness. Your personal pride will teach others that real love starts within oneself;

your positive attitude, optimism and happiness will indicate your way of achieving your goals.

    To evolve, your spirit needs to learn to control your pretensions, selfishness, excessive seductiveness,

manipulativeness, and the tendency to exaggerate and to create dramas when they do not exist. You will have to

find a way not to depend so much on the approval of others and to conquer the fear of ridicule. It is important to

avoid having arrogant attitudes, feeling slighted or being authoritative, and you also will have to control your
inclination toward luxuries and showing off.



YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Sagittarius

    Others see you as a lively, happy and very spontaneous person. You leave a share of your humor and

friendliness in every place you visit.

    You have a very jovial and youthful attitude that will make you appear younger than you actually are. You are

very curious and want to know everything that is going on around you. This allows you to act freely and to easily
relate to people. A bit naive and easily influenced, you have to try to surround yourself with positive people.

Because you like adventure, you quickly get excited about new projects, but also abandon them just as fast, if

you get bored or lose interest. The same could happen in your romantic as well as your professional life. You will

have to learn to control impulsiveness to avoid future problems. You are idealistic and support just causes. You

also like to take trips, especially to strange and distant places.

    The profession you choose will have to stimulate your desire for expansion and growth, satisfy your desire for
conquest, recognition and finding pleasure. Avoid very sedentary and routine jobs, or those where you will be
submitted to very limiting authority.

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Aries

    Your emotions are intense, fiery and at the same time quickly changing. You are very enthusiastic about

everything that has to do with adventure, risk, challenge, novelty and where you could display your courage,
vitality and strength. You are not very affectionate and you are not one to hide your feelings. When you love

someone, you have no limits. You like to protect and offer yourself wholeheartedly without requesting anything in
return, but in the end wait for recognition of your efforts. Your personal pride is very strong and you react to
every little thing, but you never hold a grudge toward anyone. Once past the initial irritation, you easily forget

what has happened. You are very independent and need action in your life. You pay little attention to details and
disregard any advice.

    Subconsciously, you have a strong survival instinct and feel that any disagreement or opposition is a threat to

your goals, which leads you to act aggressively. In previous lives you may have had to act quickly or perform
strenuous activities that required great physical effort on your part. You may have been involved in martial arts or
sports and because of this, you have not developed diplomacy, tact, or patience to express your emotions, and

those are the qualities you will have to incorporate in this incarnation. You also have to learn to work with
equipment, and with other people and to overcome selfishness.

    The profession you choose will have to satisfy your emotional need to have power, to be independent, a

leader and a pioneer. It will have to give you the possibility of showing your values and strong will.

YOUR MENTALITY: Mercury in Virgo

    You have a very analytical and logical mind which allows to see the details of each situation. You are very

intelligent and have the ability to understand difficult and abstract problems. You look for perfection in everything

you do, but if you feel that you cannot achieve it, you will quit. You are very devoted to studies, especially when
you feel that you are studying a useful and practical subject. You have a very critical vision of the world and are



very demanding with your job as well as with your personal relationships; you easily discover the mistakes or

weaknesses of others.

    Your way of communicating could be quite limited because you are very shy. Your logical and impersonal

mind tends to make you impartial and detached. You may have a lot of interest in scientific and research

projects, in medicine, hygiene, nutrition, mathematics, etc. Also, your penchant for observation will allow you to

capture the characteristic behavior of people around you, and you enjoy doing imitations of them. You are very
honest, but may be intolerant with less intelligent people or you may become too skeptical.



***** Chapter 2 *****
Your abilities and your emotions, inhibitions and strengths.

Hidden talents or challenges, Karma.

    The location of the planets in the houses and the relationship between them can increase or decrease their

power. Aspects of the Sun are related to our strength and those of the Moon affect the emotional world and are

expressed on a subconscious level.

     Aspects that affect your INDIVIDUALITY:

Sun in 8th house:

    Your success is related to the possessions and financial administration of other people, or making investments

or transactions with others. Very perceptive and intuitive, you also may be interested in the hidden sciences and

the mysteries of life, which may incline you to investigate. You have to learn to rely on your instincts and
impressions.

    Throughout your life you are likely to receive legacies that will benefit your personal estate; these could come
through an inheritance or through marriage.

Sun Trine Saturn:

    You are responsible and have a strong sense of loyalty that is not altered with time. You rely on your patience
and have the necessary perseverance to evolve in life. Your progress in life is likely to be gradual and prospering.

Over time you will reach great personal maturity that will allow you to act with moderation and balance in every
situation.

Sun Sextile Pluto:

    You have great physical energy and are likely to be a leader in everything you become involved with. A
constructive person, you use all of your strength in a positive way. Throughout your professional life you

probably will experience some total and drastic changes that will make you feel better and more liberated each
time. You can rely on strong powers of recuperation in case of a crisis or illness.

     Aspects that affect your EMOTIONS:

Moon in 5th house:

    You are likely to be very inventive and could excel in a career in teaching, sports or the theater. You have a

great deal of charm and can get along well with people, especially children.

Moon Trine Mars:



    You undertake your endeavors with great enthusiasm and your energy seems to be contagious. You are

constructive, decisive and make your decisions rapidly. Others will rely on you and seek your support. You tend
to have an abundance of physical energy which makes you qualified for activities that require physical effort.

Moon Trine Uranus:

    You have a modern and futuristic vision of life and because of this, you act freely and dismiss the old taboos or

traditions that would limit you. Very innovative, you will project your individual style. You are very intuitive and

can clearly perceive the feelings of others or the possible success of an enterprise. You also are attracted to the
hidden sciences and could become a very good astrologer.

Moon Sextile Neptune:

    Throughout your life you are likely to have many psychic experiences. You have to learn to rely on your
intuition and to develop your spirituality. You are attracted to the hidden sciences and will have great success in

anything where you could apply your perceptive powers. You also have ability for music, art, the theater and
dance.

HIDDEN TALENTS: Scorpio on 12th house cusp

    You will have to learn to discharge your aggressiveness constructively and positively. You are endowed with a
wealth of physical energy and it is important that you keep your body in action, because otherwise your anxiety

will increase. If you don't thoroughly use your impulses or energy, you will run the risk of leaving many of your
projects incomplete. You also tend to neglect the dictates of your intuition and your ability to develop yourself in

the world of metaphysics or the hidden sciences.

    Throughout your life you are likely to have some jealous or violent encounters that will stop your progress.

You may have to face secret or powerful enemies or in other areas of your life, you may have serious problems
or fraudulent judgements.



***** Chapter 3 *****
Expansion (Jupiter) and retraction (Saturn).

To give and to receive.

EXPANSION: Jupiter in Virgo

    Your sense of expansion can conflict with certain limits and restrictions. You may have developed a
constructive sense of duty, learning to assume responsibilities and making useful things for the world, and your

material success is based on these principles. However, you can be quite shy and tend to dismiss your own

abilities. It is important that you learn to let your idealism develop freely and to rely on your own initiative. You

are comfortable working for others and fulfilling your duties.

Jupiter in 9th house:

    You are interested in religion and philosophy, enjoy life abroad, other countries, cultures and languages, and
definitely should travel. You would be very happy and could do well in a different country from that of your birth.

If you don't settle in another place, you thoroughly enjoy each of your trips. A college education will be very

important in your life; you could reach a doctorate or other outstanding title in your profession. Expansion of your
life is related to the level of your knowledge.

RETRACTION: Saturn in Aries

    The inhibition principle affects your expression of authority. You may have a lot of energy contained or pent-
up that needs to be channeled. You are egocentric and find it difficult to recognize the rights of others. Your inner
fears incline you to seek safety. In time you will learn to become an independent person, not to wait for others'

approval, and to make decisions on your own. You will also be very cautious and careful, and prefer orderly
activities that clearly define what is right and what is wrong. To eliminate negative energies accumulated in your

body, physical exercise, sports or gymnastics is recommended.

 Saturn in 4th house:

    You feel responsible and are concerned about everything that relates to your home. In spite of feeling

independent, you are afraid of leaving your parental home (if you already have done so) and also your past. You
will be much happier away from your place of birth and could achieve more material success farther away. Your

principal frustration may manifest through your excessive desire to please others, especially your parents. They

may have been too strict and conservative, yet constantly imposed many responsibilities on you. You need a

more intense emotional support to overcome your lack of affection and to increase your self-esteem.

Saturn Square Venus:

    You tend to feel unloved or rejected by or indifference from one of your parents (probably your father). This
makes you shy and unable to demonstrate your emotions freely, and minimizes your ability to progress in life.

Chronically discontented, you often sacrifice happiness for duty. You tend to be on the defensive and fear

rejection and lack of acceptance. If you don't overcome your inner complex, this aspect could bring sentimental

as well as economical failures and loneliness. To solve this problem, you have to evaluate each one of your
talents, increase your ability to love, and rely on each of your goals without waiting for approval from others.



Saturn Trine Sun:

    You have a good sense of organization and are able to direct your energies adequately to achieve success in

life. You are stable, responsible and persevering. This astrological aspect enables you to achieve your goals

thanks to your ability to concentrate and the confidence you have in yourself. You have a true sense of authority,

which allows you to exercise it naturally. You will have good relationships with older people or those in powerful
positions.

    Success in life depends to a great extent on the balance between giving and receiving, expanding and

retracting. Even dwelling on the one and only failure you may have had is like not attempting anything.



***** Chapter 4 *****
Finances, source of income.

Work in relation to your employment.

    Described below are some possible sources of income. They may coincide, or not relate at all to your

professional vocation.

FINANCES: Capricorn on 2nd house cusp

    Thanks to constant work, your financial progress in life will be slow and progressive. It is associated with an
increase of maturity over time and because of this, you are likely to have some limitations, fluctuations or delays

in material matters. You can excel in executive positions, in organization or in positions where you assume large
responsibilities. You will have to learn to manage your own possessions and earnings, and also to save for the
future; that way you will avoid suffering reverses or difficulties.

    If you don't maintain your self-esteem and high confidence, you may suffer financial frustrations and seek
protection from your close relatives. You have to rely on your own initiative.

Ruler of 2nd house in 4th house:

    Your income is related to your home, the city where you reside, and also to real estate in general. You may
work out of your home or in professions such as interior decorator, gardener, farmer or real estate ventures.

    Earning money is in direct relationship to our self-esteem. If we consider ourselves valuable, money flows and
comes into our lives. Work done with love and pleasure doesn't weigh us down and offers a better profit.

WORK IN RELATION TO YOUR EMPLOYMENT: Taurus on 6th house cusp

    Your work in relationship to your employment will be expressed by your friendliness and good disposition.
You like to work in harmony and without difficulties. You need to feel safe and protected by your superiors or

the company you work for. If there are no other challenging aspects, you will have a very good relationship with

your co-workers and superiors.



***** Chapter 5 *****
Your creativity and recreational activities.

Other skills and hobbies.

    Hobbies are also part of our personality and through them, we express to a great extent our creative ability. It

is important to enjoy our leisure activities and to complement them with our work or profession to reach greater

balance. In our culture, we tend to place importance only on that which brings us money, thereby neglecting the
expression of important parts of our personality.

YOUR CREATIVITY: Aries on 5th house cusp

    Your favorite recreational activities are likely to be sports: tennis, football, basketball, gymnastics, swimming
and any other competitive physical activity; this will help you to discharge many tensions accumulated by your
work. You also enjoy traveling, which stimulates your desire to conquer, know and explore new places and

amuse yourself. You enjoy visiting places of nature as well as large cities. Your creativity will be expressed

through your personal way of practicing a sport.

Moon in 5th house:

    Some of your pastimes could be: cooking, decorating, collecting photographs or antiques of historical or family

value, folk dancing, acting, singing, planting, cultivating, breeding animals, designing clothes or silver jewelry,
inventing new meals, caring for children etc.



***** Chapter 6 *****
Your vocation, profession, probability of success and

social recognition.

Virgo-Libra MC (15 to 30 degrees Virgo)

    Your destiny will allow you to combine your intelligence with your artistic ability in your professional life.
Imagination and idealism will go together. Although you may have some ambition for money, your real goals will

be more idealistic. If you work for others, you would never ask for special treatment from your boss and would

never cause any problems with your co-workers. You obey orders and fulfill your job to the best of your ability.

You have a strong sense of justice and a good memory. You pay attention to detail and are a good observer.

You like to communicate with others and can learn different languages very easily. Your persuasive power
combined with your intelligence enables you to bring peace to any quarrel. In order to succeed in your

professional field, you need the support from your loved ones. You are easily influenced by others, and your
ideas will not always be well thought out and solid. You will have to learn to think things through carefully and
persevere through difficulties.

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions, or a combination of some of them: attorney,
organizer, artistic director, diplomat, teacher of languages, floriculturist, fashion designer, specialist in cosmetics,
artist, public relations or in any other profession which involves beauty, order and harmony.

Ruler of 10th house in 9th house:

    Your professional success is related to your ideals, university degree, higher studies, religion and traveling.
You may establish yourself professionally in a different place from that of your birth or your work could

necessitate you to travel often. You always feel the need to expand your knowledge and to make the most of
each day.



***** Chapter 7 *****
Summary. Your unique talents.

    Each of us is born with a unique talent, and our function in life is to express it. Following are descriptions of the
principal astrological influences that form your unique abilities. Although some probable professions are listed,

your true vocation is a combination of all these elements. After reading these paragraphs, reflect on them and let

your intuition help you to find your own synthesis.

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Leo

    You were born to direct, to command, to lead, to impose justice, to create, to express and to communicate.

One of your missions in life is to teach others to work for their ambitions and for their own happiness. Your
personal pride will teach others that real love starts within oneself; your positive attitude, optimism and happiness
will indicate your way of achieving your goals.

    Professions ruled by Leo: educator, artist, manager, architect, musician, inventor, sportsman, teacher and all
occupations where you could be in a position of authority and power or creative activities related to the
education of children.

YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Sagittarius

    The profession you choose will have to stimulate your desire for expansion and growth, and satisfy your desire

for conquest, recognition and finding pleasure. Avoid very sedentary and routine jobs, or those where you will be
submitted to a very limiting authority.

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Aries

    Your job will have to satisfy your emotional need to have power, to be independent, a leader and a pioneer; it
will have to give you the possibility to show your values and strong will.

YOUR VOCATION: Virgo-Libra MC (15 to 30 degrees Virgo)

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions, or a combination of some of them: attorney,
organizer, artistic director, diplomat, teacher of languages, flower grower, fashion designer, cosmetologist, artist,

public relations etc., or any other profession which involves beauty, order and harmony. Your success comes

through your enthusiasm and optimism with which you carry out every one of your duties.


